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MONUMENTS TO THE PATRIOTIC WAR OF 1812
The article covers a relevant historical and cultural problem of elaboration and maintenance of
monuments of the military glory of 1812. The author considers various architectural and sculptural
monuments illustrating heroic events of Patriotic war of 1812, built in the two Russian capitals —
Moscow and Saint Petersburg in different historical periods, and also in primordial Russian towns,
such as Smolensk, Vyazma, and Maloyaroslavets. Architectural and composition-related features
of this or that monument erected against the background of historic events of the war of 1812 are
analyzed in detail. The author demonstrates the links between architecture and sculpture within the
framework of town-planning solutions implemented in the pieces that have found their places in the
towns enlisted above.
The value of symbols of the Victory and Glory of the Russian army and the Russian people is
marked. The names of the most famous heroes of this war, starting from a field marshal and ending
with a soldier are inscribed.
By addressing the historical and cultural heritage of Russia, the author informs readers about
the most significant events of the war. The author mentions an acute problem of the modernity, that
is, preservation and restoration of monuments, and shares his view point.
The value of the historic and cultural heritage of Russia for military and patriotic education is
emphasized. The article is prepared within the framework of the year of the Russian history.
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